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Whenever politicians corrupt an agency,
they distract and disrupt its protective
work. Same when feverish congressmen

abandon their crucial oversight responsibilities to
obsess over getting their faces in the 11 o'clock
news. SAME thing during Clinton impeachment
years which were followed not much later by Bin
Laden getting the jump on us at 9/11. 

HEADLINING BATTLEAXERS: Thank God I'm a
country boy! 

In our liberal vicinities, newsmedia are univer-
sally regarded only for the fearfulness of their pen-
power, neither for integrity nor trustworthiness.
So-called freedoms come constrained by cultural
rules over what's permitted to be said. They simply
can't believe what they see us in rural areas getting
away with saying, although it may be nothing but
the truth. So, they invent a notion that we're all a
self-defense cult the way they are, and label ours
"deplorables," though we're just free individuals
who live by nobody's leave, don't give a rat's ass for
what they think, and are by no means a cult of any
kind. Thank God this New Yorker is a country boy
(at heart, momma, roots being yours in the green
hills of Tennessee, the Enoree river of Spartanburg,
James River of Virginia, Cobb Island of Bermuda
Hundred, and not least for good measure, Scottish
ranks at Preston.)

Whenever politicians corrupt an agency, they dis-
tract and disrupt its protective work. Same when
feverish congressmen abandon their crucial over-
sight responsibilities to obsess over getting their
faces in the 11 o'clock news. SAME thing during
Clinton impeachment years which were followed
not much later by Bin Laden getting the jump on us
at 9/11. The real cost of corruption.

(American bourgeoisie, defined)

Sure: in bed together for
“the national interest”

Carl Bernstein blames President Trump for
collusion that has indeed been the word of
the age, the Age of Collusion. Its vastness is

among professionals like Bernstein was supposed to
be ---law enforcement, journalists, educators, con-
gressmen of both parties, scientists in bed with pro-
moters, union leaders who've convinced companies
to accept corporate suicide as an option, others---
and none of it involving the President or Russians.
The jobs they've reveled in mismanaging, all com-
promised in collusion, have sacrificed impartiality
in law enforcement, integrity and competition in
journalism, intellectual inquiry in education and sci-
entific research, management efficiency in housing
and accessibility in health care, by imitating wide-
spread collusion at the top, beginning with the press
and investigation agencies, like Stephanopoulos,
FBI and the Clintons, in bed with the subjects that
they watched. Now Bernstein himself implies re-
porters aren't in bed with politicians. No possible
way to say they are in bed together "for the national
interest," in Bernstein's phrase.

Like the days of Kruschev colluding with Castro
to put missiles in Cuba, there has just been a great
punctuation, spoken as a confrontational State of the
Union address. This week it was celebrating putting
a stop to who-knows-where the money went, who's-
wiretapping-whom government, and the words ring-
ing out in President Trump's measured tones were
like JFK's amazingly unprovocative, controlled, or-
derly, and rang far and wide of their own courage
and integrity as correct. 

He earned his salary this week, this stable genius,
ascending into legend. Bernstein, earthbound, slog-
ging forward foot by foot through sand, contentedly
pulling up the rear, any more.

If Trey Gowdy wrote the memo and
the whole Swamp says it's false, 
I BELIEVE THE MEMO

Patched up the crack in the Liberty Bell
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TThe whole idea of a chain as a newspaper
management concept is that resources
may be reallocated from a paper with

strong revenues to another with weaker.  But
which one of us, as readers, and as citizens of a
community, would be satisfied to have our com-
munity paper weakened, its staff and supplies and
its ability to present a cohesive image of our com-
munity activities to us all diminished, so that an-
other community's paper, belonging to the same
chain, perhaps one more favored by a faraway
corporate manager, would thrive?  This is why
Hendry and Glades counties need a Sunday News
that they can truly call their own.

At the head of the pa-
rade needs to be our
beloved Vietnam vets in
dress uniformed file ---
NOT in biker leather, to
show they're over it

The saddest collusion
of all involves union
leaders who've con-
vinced companies to ac-
cept corporate suicide
as an option

Did FBI Director Wray
just say he's for sale?
His "Talk is cheap" is
J. Edgar vintage, NOT
NEARLY CONTRITE
ENOUGH

All judges, Emmet G.
Sullivan, Rudolph Con-
treras, others presiding
over events of '16 elec-
tion candidates need
examination

Looking 
forward from
1874

The John Adams of our
time, the Theodore Roo-
sevelt and FDR of our

time, make all the difference.
Journalism, to be trustworthy,

should discriminate remarks by
someone like Robert Reich and
separate them from the remarks
reported of truthful people. 

I would never consider Robert
Reich a reliable source. He lies.
The pattern of his lying is imma-
terial. That requires the trust-
worthy reporter to be capable of
exercising judgment. Right there
is cause for doubt in view of the
painful lack of experience and
education among the glib, good-
looking anchors sitting in sound-

stage settings confused by their
entertainment responsibility.

You have to go back to 1874,
Reconstruction, to find as vile a
period of journalism's perver-
sion comparable to today's writ-
ing. 

Any subject, of young people
who do not understand the
meaning of their words, of vio-
lent people protesting their own
misunderstanding of the me-
chanics of their world, of
straight documentation of whites
obeying cultural influences they
do not comprehend, blends into
the mass confusion of youth
casting about for any value of
their own they might regard as
honorable, in the wake of the
massive duplicity of the recent
shallow, opportunist president's
pretenses. All one disingenuous
wash of the search for what to
broadcast disrespectfully, seiz-
ing upon some word, here and
there, for greatest dramatic ef-
fect, yearning to become supe-
rior people, in their own eyes at
least in vain, when they in fact
themselves in woeful chaos are
the inferiors, unoriginal inferiors
even, a chip off the Hillary
block of desperately aspiring to
being, in the very fruitless act of
hoping that victory in electoral
politics will fill the void, lost in
self-destructive oblivion. The
tactics are their undoing.

A complicit media profiteering
with comfort-pablum propa-
ganda, with no regard at all for
the realities of life, such as pay-
ing your bills, spreads the black-
centric appeal at the Super
Bowl, disregarding responsible,
mature themes altogether, all re-
placed by "gimme free stuff."

The shallow Obama oppor-
tunism created this chaos, mov-
ing from point to point
spreading confusion with no-
tions that no boundaries are im-
permeable, with Michelle not far
behind praising Beyonce. 

Doubt that capitalism has ever
interfered with misguided demo-
cratic controls with such damag-
ing effect. Our country is saved
from starving by gainful em-
ployment and tax refunds.

Meanwhile, analysis of this
type is sidestepped by conglom-
erates profiteering from the situ-
ation by staging it as gladiatorial
entertainment.

So the existence of conglomer-
ate ownership of news outlets is
itself called into the question of
whether profit-motivated corpo-
rations can ever be entrusted to

assure anchor news people are 
absolutely trustworthy, as long

as their pretenses supplement
their revenue.

And the cleanup cannot pro-
ceed using dirty people.

In a country of 
experiences, 
not of dogma
Rocket science,
by Musk

Mediocrity of electeds
wastes talent. Without
excellent management,

quality subcontractors don't get
far. With stupid voters, and es-
pecially our demented, unedu-
cated despicable newsmedia
playing entertainers, the crap
elected to office keeps decisions
in the hands of nothing out there
but comparable lowbrows. Start-
ing with LBJ's handling of Viet-
nam. Democracy isn't known for
the brightest ideas, capitalism is.
But, democracy and military
purposes join to invest in public
causes that capitalism won't
touch. Later after government
has brought out the intriguing
aspects of teflon, or whatever,
capitalism dives in. Challenger
was the wakeup call that NASA,
of all organizations, had become
a bureaucracy, should bow out.
None of this is in law. It's in our
self-awareness cataloged in the
American National culture,
much the same as understanding
that capitalism has no business
in either democracy or religion.
It's not a country of laws, it's a
country of experiences.

Diluted 
character, 
dissipated
strength

Every day there's a deeper
awareness of how Obama
and his blacks-run admin-

istration played with my country
like a toy, diluted its character,
dissipated its strength and qual-
ity, never knowing where the
squandered money went and
who was carelessly wiretapping
whom.

The real cost of corruption


